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Abstract. Classical information retrieval methods often lose valuable
information when aggregating weights, which may diminish the discrim-
inating power between documents. To cope with this problem, the paper
presents an approach for ranking documents in IR, based on a vector-
based ordering technique already considered in fuzzy logic for multi-
ple criteria analysis purpose. Moreover, the proposed approach uses a
possibilistic framework for evaluating queries to a document collection,
which distinguishes between descriptors that are certainly relevant and
those which are possibly relevant only. The proposal is evaluated on
a benchmark collection that allows us to compare the effectiveness of
this approach with a classical one. The proposed method provides an
improvement of the precision w.r.t Mercure IR system.

1 Introduction

The purpose of information retrieval (IR) is to find out documents that are
relevant with respect to the user’s information needs. The most commonly used
method is to rank documents according to their relevance to a query stated by
the user to represent these needs. The results of the performance evaluation of
such a system depends on the rank of relevant documents among those retrieved
by the IR system. The method used for rank-ordering the documents is therefore
crucial for the result of the evaluation of a query.

In classical information retrieval systems, documents and queries are usually
represented by sets of weighted terms. Term weights are computed from sta-
tistical analysis. More precisely, the weight of a term in a document is usually
estimated by combining the term frequency tf in the document and the inverse
document frequency of the term idf [1, 2]. Weights in the query terms, on the
other hand, express user preferences.

To evaluate to what extent a document is relevant to a query, a retrieval status
value (rsv) is computed by aggregating the above weights for the terms present
in the query, in a way that reflects the query structure (expressing disjunction
or conjunction). Then documents are ranked on the basis of the rsv’s. Different
kinds of aggregation functions can be used for combining the weights of the
terms (pertaining to the same document) that are present in the considered
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query (assumed for the moment to be without any user’s preference weighting).
Candidate operators for aggregation that are found in the literature are average,
similarity-based evaluation, p-norms [3, 4], fuzzy logic conjunctive or disjunctive
operations [5, 6, 7]. However, this type of approach leads to a loss of information
(e.g. [8]), since individual keyword values are fused together. A consequence is
that it is impossible to discriminate documents having the same global relevance
value. As an example, let us consider a three-terms query, aggregated by the
average. This is only an example, and remarks similar to the ones below apply
to other aggregation operators, including min and other fuzzy logic connectives.
Let us suppose that the evaluation of the query q = t1 ∧t2 ∧t3 on two documents
d1 and d2 gives the following results (using normalized weights):

rsv(q, d1) =
w(t1, d1) + w(t2, d1) + w(t3, d1)

3

=
0.1 + 0.7 + 0.7

3
= 0.5;

rsv(q, d2) =
w(t1, d2) + w(t2, d2) + w(t3, d2)

3

=
0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5

3
= 0.5.

The issue is to know whether the user prefers a document with a medium rel-
evance for all her criteria, or having a high relevance for most of them. This
example not only raises an ambiguity problem between documents having ap-
parently the same relevance, but more generally points out the problem of the
impact of terms having weights much higher than others. If we want to privilege
d1 over d2, this problem can be dealt with by using operators such as Ordered
Weighted Average [5], which focus on the weights with high values and model
quantifiers such as most of [9, 10, 11], provided that such a quantifier is specified
in the query. But this does not give a way of preferring d2 to d1 if we consider
that one low weight can be a serious reason for discounting a document.

In this paper, we try another road. We no longer plan to aggregate the weights,
but rather to rank-order the documents directly on the basis of the vectors of
the weights of the terms present in the query, using decision making ideas that
handle multiple criteria values (here replaced by the relevance value of each
query term).

This alternative method is described in section 2. Besides, the possibilistic
framework used in the indexation of documents, suggested in [12] (see also [13]),
is briefly recalled in section 3. The section 4 presents the results of a large scale
evaluation benchmark.

2 Multicriteria Ranking

At least two approaches can be used to compare objects according to multiple
criteria. The first one is to aggregate these criteria, then to compare the ob-
tained values. This corresponds to the classical information retrieval approach,
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considering each query term relevance as a criterion to fulfil. The second method
amounts to compare the criteria evaluation vectors directly by using a refinement
of Pareto ordering ((t1, . . . , tn) >Pareto (t′1, . . . , t′n) iff ∀i, ti ≥ t′i,and ∃j, tj > t′j).
This later method is discussed in this paper. We briefly discuss the aggregation
approach first.

2.1 Aggregation Schema

Query terms are usually weighted in order to allow the user to express her
preferences and assess the importance of each term. Therefore, the result of the
evaluation of a query on a document is a vector of the weights of the terms
of the document present in the query, usually modified for taking into account
preferences about the importance of the terms in the query. This is why classical
IR aggregation methods use weighted conjunction (or disjunction) operators.
In conjunctive queries, these operators can be weighted average or weighted
minimum. Similar ideas apply to disjunctions as well.

However, this kind of aggregation is too restrictive. To relax the conjunction,
ordered weighted operators, such as average (OWA1 [5]) or minimum (OWmin
[14]) have been introduced. The idea underlying this type of aggregation is to
give low importance to the smallest weights in the evaluation vector, thus mini-
mizing the impact of small terms, which amounts to model a most of quantifier
(e.g. [11]).

The OWmin operator uses an auxiliary vector of levels of importance in order
to minimize the impact of low weighted terms on the final relevance value. Thus,
as for OWA, the term weights vectors are ordered and discounted by impor-
tance levels, using the minimum instead of the average for computing the global
evaluation.

Two weighting methods are considered, based on Dienes implication and on
Gödel implication respectively (e.g. [14]). For a vector T = t1, . . . , tn representing
the indexing weights for a document, ti is the relevance degree between the ith

query term and the document. The vector is assumed to be decreasingly ordered
(i.e. ti ≥ ti+1). Let W = (w1, . . . , wn) be the level of importance vector, also
assumed to be decreasingly ordered, i.e. wi ≥ wi+1, with w1 = 1. The idea is to
give more importance (wi high) to the terms with a high relevance degree. The
OWmin aggregation using Dienes implication will be:

OWminD(T, W ) = min
i

(max(ti, 1 − wi))

while the Gödel implication is defined by

wi → ti =
{

1 if wi ≤ ti
ti otherwise

which gives:
OWminG(T, W ) = min

i
(wi → ti)

1 Ordered weighted averaging operators.
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In both cases, if the smallest wi’s are zero, these weighted aggregations amount
in practice to restrict the minimum to the ti’s with high values (since small ti’s
will be replaced by 1 in the aggregation, and the high values of ti’s, corresponding
to values of wi’s equal or close to 1, will remain unchanged).

However, as already said, we want to rank-order documents by taking ad-
vantage of the full weights vector associated with each document, rather than
using an aggregated value. This means that we keep the idea of using weights
for modifying the indexing weights and restricting the focus of the evaluation,
but we no longer compute an aggregated value (taken above as the minimum).

In order to compare vectors, the classical Pareto partial ordering has to be re-
fined, since no pairs of documents should remain incomparable. In the following,
we use refinements of the min operation, which do refine the Pareto ordering.

2.2 Refining the Minimum Aggregation

Two refinements are considered in this paper, called discrimin and leximin, see
e.g. [15, 16]. They allow to distinguish between vectors having the same minimal
value.

Discrimin: Two evaluation vectors are compared using only their distinct com-
ponents. Thus, identical values having the same place in both vectors are dropped
before aggregating the remaining values with a conjunction operator. Thus, only
discriminating term weights are considered. In the context of information re-
trieval, given two vectors representing the weights of terms in query q for docu-
ments d1 and d2, expressing term-document relevance. For instance:

�rsv(q, d1) = (1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.3),
�rsv(q, d2) = (0.2, 0.7, 0.1, 1).

Using min as an aggregation, these two vectors would get the same score.
The discrimin procedure “drops” the third term, giving rsv(q, d1) = 0.3 and
rsv(q, d2) = 0.2 and allowing to rank these documents.

Leximin: It is a discrimin applied on vectors with increasingly re-ordered com-
ponents. Considering two vectors:

�rsv(q, d1) = (1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.2),
�rsv(q, d2) = (0.2, 0.7, 0.1, 1).

Using the discrimin, both values are 0.2. Since the leximin sorts the values before
comparing them, the 0.2 values are also dropped, giving rsv(q, d2) = 0.7 and
rsv(q, d1) = 0.5, thus ranking d2 before d1.

3 Background on Possibilistic Indexing

In this paper, we will use the possibilistic model suggested in [12] and used in
[13]. In this approach, the document relevance for the query is no longer given
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by the statistical index weight, but by a pair of possibility and necessity degrees
computed from it. The retrieval status value is then a pair:

rsv(q, d) = (Π(q, d), N(q, d))

The idea is to distinguish between two aspects of the relevance. If the weight of
a term in a document is high enough, then this term is considered to be more or
less certainly (or necessarily) representative of the content of the document. If
the weight is not sufficiently high, then this term is considered only as possibly
representative of the document. Therefore, rsv(q, d) represents to what extent
it is possible and certain that d is relevant with respect to q.

To use this possibilistic model, the possibility and necessity degrees of match-
ing between the document and the query terms must be estimated taking into
account the statistical weights of the terms in the document. Each document
is therefore considered as a fuzzy set of terms (e.g. [17, 9]) by normalizing the
weights between [0, 1]. A simple, parametrized, way to assess the possibility and
the necessity degrees (resp. Π and N) from the tf ∗idf weight wt of term t in doc-
ument d once normalized is to use the following piecewise linear transformation:

Π(t, d) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 if wt = 0
1 if wt ≥ α
wt

α otherwise
(1)

N(t, d) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if wt = 1
wt−α
1−α if α < 1 and wt ≥ α

0 otherwise
(2)

Note that when α = 0, Π = 1 and N = wt and when α = 1, Π = wt and N = 0.
Thus, the evaluation of a conjunctive query q involving t1, . . . , tn amounts to

compute the pair of vectors (Π(t1, d), . . . , Π(tn, d)) and (N(t1, d), . . . , N(tn, d)).
Then documents are ordered by applying first the leximin/discrimin ranking
procedure on the N -vectors, and in case of ties, the leximin/discrimin is applied
to the corresponding Π-vectors to try to refine the ordering.

Experiments on the impact of the possibilistic indexing and parameter α on
the system performance are now reported.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present results of some experiments on a subset of the
CLEF20012 collection, to evaluate the merit of the vector-based ranking of doc-
uments. Moreover, the impact of the possibilistic encoding of the term weights
in the document is first discussed.

4.1 Description of the Experiments

The goal of the experiment is to enhance the global performance of the infor-
mation retrieval system, and to compare the results that are obtained using
2 Cross Language Evaluation Forum: http://www.clef-campaign.org

http://www.clef-campaign.org
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several ranking methods with the ones provided by a classical approach. The
first experiment therefore compares the use of the possibilistic framework in the
matching process with the classical approach, in order to determine the best
α value for the possibilistic encoding of the term weights. The second experi-
ment compares results obtained with several conjunction aggregation operators,
namely the weighted sum aggregation underlying the classical approach (used
in Mercure [18]), the two defined OWmin and the classical minimum, and with
the refined leximin/discrimin-based ranking method.

The mercure information retrieval system. To index the collection, and
to compare our results with a classical approach-based system, we used Mer-
cure [18]. In this system, the weight wt of a term for a document is computed
using a formula derived from the Okapi system [19]:

wt =
tf

0.2 + 0.7 × dl
∆l

+ tf
× (log(

ntot

n
)) (3)

where tf is the term frequency in the document, dl is the document length, ∆l

is the average document length in the collection, ntot is the size of the collection
and n is the number of documents containing the term. In the collection used,
we have ∆l = 184.6 and ntot = 113005.

The final similarity degree Sqd between a query q and a document d, giving
the relevance of the document for the query, is computed as:

Sqd =
∑
t∈q

λt × wtd

where λt is an importance weight for the term in the query (here always 1) and
wtd is the index term weight for document d, given by equation 3.

4.2 CLEF Collection

The collection used in this experimentation is the English part of the CLEF2001
collection, containing 113,005 articles from the 1994 Los Angeles Times.

During the indexing stage, terms frequencies are computed for each document.
These terms are stemmed using the Porter algorithm [20], and stop-words (i.e.
words that bring no information) are removed.

Together with the collection of documents, a set of topics, which are eval-
uated on the given documents by human experts, are available. These topics,
identified by a number, are described by a title, a short description of the topic,
and a narrative part giving precise relevance criteria. They are used as a ba-
sis for generating the queries to be evaluated by the IR system. Moreover, the
documents estimated to be relevant by experts are provided for each topic.

As an example, the topic 41 is defined as:

title: Pesticides in Baby Food
description: Find reports on pesticides in baby food.
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narrative part: Relevant documents give information on the discovery of pes-
ticides in baby food. They report on different brands, supermarkets, and
companies selling baby food which contains pesticides. They also discuss
measures against the contamination of baby food by pesticides.

4.3 Evaluations and Results

To evaluate the system, we used a set of 25 queries automatically built from the
descriptive part of the CLEF topics, considered as keywords conjunctions.

To estimate the quality of the information retrieval system, two measures are
used. The recall is the ratio of relevant documents retrieved to those relevant in
the collection, and the precision is the ratio of relevant documents among the
documents retrieved. Since the precision at x, denoted Px, which is the ratio of
relevant documents in the x first retrieved documents, is easier to estimate, it is
usually used to represent the system performance. Precisions at 5, 10, etc. noted
P5, P10, are thus computed. The average precision (AvgPr) is the average of
the relevant documents precisions. The precision of a document is the value of
Px, for x taken as the rank of the considered document in the retrieve list. The
given values are averages on the evaluated queries results.

Possibilistic degrees. The first experiment uses the possibility and necessity
degrees to estimate the relevance of the documents for the queries, to compare
this approach with the classical one of the Mercure system. The aggregation of
individual query terms is done using the min operator. Results of the possibilistic
approach are shown in figure 1(a), and those of the Mercure system are reported
in table 1.

Table 1. Precision of the Mercure system

P5 P10 AvgPr
0.3909 0.3682 0.3827

First of all, it can be noticed that we obtain the same precision value for
α = 0 and α = 1, since this is equivalent as Π = 1, N = wt and Π = wt, N = 0
respectively. The final ranking is therefore done using only the wt’s. However,
in this case, the precision is lower than for the classical system. This is not
surprising since the aggregation is done using the minimum (without leximin
refinement) in place of the sum. This aggregation is indeed too coarse, justifying
the use of refined methods, such as OWmin that we will present in the following.

However, whereas the average precisions are lower than what is obtained by
the classical method, it is worth noticing that P5 is higher for α = 0.2 and 0.3.
Figure 1(b) shows the number of terms in the index for each value of wt. Most
of the terms have a weight around 0.2. Indeed, the conversion to possibility and
necessity degrees has a stronger impact for values of α that share the terms
ratio distribution in two approximately equal parts. Then more terms may be
discriminated. As there are very few terms with wt higher than 0.5, for such
values of α the terms are discriminated only by Π or only by N , and the precision
tends to be the one corresponding to α = 1.
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Thus, using a proper tuning of α and the coarse min aggregation, the method
based on possibilistic degrees is still comparable to the classical approach based
on statistical weights and weight sum. However, this improvement depends on
the value of α, whose the optimal value depends on the terms repartition in
the collection. Therefore, this value of α is collection dependent. Some other
experiments should be done using other collections in order to estimate the
collection effect on the performances.

Comparison of ranking methods. We will now evaluate the ranking method
presented in sections 2 and 3 w.r.t. the one used in Mercure. To apply these
ordered weightings, the vectors containing the weights of each query term in
the document are decreasingly ordered. As the queries considered here do not
introduce further preference levels, the ordered vectors are then weighted using a
kind of most of -like operator as in section 2.1, based on Dienes or Gödel implica-
tions. This type of operator gives more importance to the highest term weights,
minimizing the impact of the lowest ones. The weighting vector is computed
according to the query length, using the function pictured in figure 2. Results
are then sorted using this (Π, N) values modified by the weight wi as in 2.1.
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Table 2. Comparison of multicriteria methods

α Ranking method Rounding P5 P10 AvgPr
decimal

0.1 leximin +OWD 1 0.4273 0.3682 0.3572
0.1 leximin +OWG 1 0.4273 0.3636 0.3571
0.6 leximin +OWD 5 0.4273 0.3500 0.3161
0.6 leximin +OWD 4 0.4273 0.3500 0.3158
0.6 leximin +OWD 6 0.4273 0.3500 0.3152
0.8 leximin +OWD 2 0.4273 0.3409 0.3209
0.1 leximin 1 0.4182 0.3545 0.3532
0.2 leximin +OWG 2 0.4182 0.3545 0.3132
0.2 leximin +OWD 2 0.4000 0.3409 0.3216
Mercure sum 0.3909 0.3682 0.3827

When two documents have the same relevance value, we compared them using
the leximin ordering method.

Moreover, the numerical precision of term degrees is not meaningful, since re-
sulting from the normalization and the possibilistic transformation, which leads
some values to differ only at the fifth decimal. The possibilistic degrees used be-
tween terms and documents have therefore been rounded. The discrimin/leximin
results depending on this rounding, several precision levels have been tested to
estimate the impact of the rounding on the system performances.

As in the previous evaluations, we used 25 queries, using different α values,
rounding precision (i.e. the number of decimals kept), aggregating and ranking
methods, to estimate the document relevance degrees.

Table 2 shows the best P5 results, compared with the classical approach using
statistical weights and the sum. Results using discrimin do not appear since they
are not as good as those obtained with leximin.

It should be noted that here, the better results are obtained for values of α
different from the previous one. Therefore, the optimal value for this parameter
depends not only on the term distribution in the collection, but also on the
methods used to aggregate and sort the results. As expected, there is almost
no performance difference between the two weighting techniques of section 2.1,
denoted OWG and OWD in table 2.

Results are rather promising, since they are already better than the ones ob-
tained with the standard ordering method on possibilistic degrees, based on min.
Moreover, the best results are even better than those of the classical approach,
which was our baseline here, improving P5 up to 9.3%. Nevertheless, the aver-
age precision is lower. As there is only few relevant documents in the collection
for each query (about ten), the ordering method looses its effect for Pn with n
rising, since this value is estimated by counting the relevant documents in the
n firsts, whatever their position. Thus, the retrieved relevant documents are in
the top of the list. The ranking method has a strong effect on the system perfor-
mances. Moreover, the presented results are averages on the results obtained for
25 queries. The fact that P5 is better than with the classical approach whereas
P10 is lower means that some queries are improved while other are degraded,
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and that the improvement is higher than the degradation. This system is there-
fore suitable for high precision evaluation, where good precision combined with
low recall is desirable. Indeed, it improves the number of relevant documents
retrieved in the top of the list, but can miss some relevant documents at a lower
rank. This improvement is thus obtained to the detriment of the average perfor-
mances. This entails that other performance measures that handle non-binary
relevance assessment, such as cumulative gain [21], would be more appropri-
ate than precision and recall. The use of precision and recall was motivated by
the need to compare performance with other systems, and the fact that the
CLEF collection only supplies binary relevance results. Moreover, in a realistic
information retrieval system, such as web search engine, only the first retrieved
documents are of interest for the user, as she rarely browse through more than
10 results (which is often the default number of results by page displayed).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new approach to rank documents according to
their relevance, using flexible aggregation methods and refined vector-based rank
ordering methods. This approach was evaluated on a subset of the CLEF2001
collection. We compared the refined rank-ordering approach (possibly using some
ordered weighting method) with the classical approach based on relevance scores
aggregated by a weighted sum. These experiments suggest the effectiveness of the
refined rank-ordering approach, as it outperforms sum or min-based aggregation
methods to some extent.

These first preliminary results indicate that ranking documents can take ad-
vantage of the full weights vector, rather than using an aggregated value. In
future works, we plan to evaluate the approach on larger collections, such as
TREC collections, and secondly to explore other variants of the flexible aggre-
gation/ranking techniques. Indeed, the statistical result of system performance
are heavily dependent on the collection. Moreover, the techniques explored, from
the decision making field, are only a subset of the one available.

This approach is not restricted to textual IR, but could be applied to any
documents retrieval system using several criteria for describing them, such as in
picture or audio sources.

In this approach, the leximin refinement of the minimum aggregation has been
used to rank-order documents. It could be possible to use a counterpart of this
idea applied to the sum. It amounts to the lexicographic ordering of vectors of
the form (t1, t1 + t2, . . . , t1 + t2 + . . . + tn) for t1 ≥ t2 ≥ . . . ≥ tn. This ordering
is known as Lorenz dominance (see, e.g. [22]).
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